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In this note we apply the notation of [2], Chapter 0. Thus by an 
algebra we understand here a system m=(B, O<i>)jEJ formed by a non-
empty set B and arbitrary (finite or infinitary) operations on B; we shall 
sometimes identify the set B with the algebra m. With every operation 
0<1> aafinite or" transfinite ordinal e<i> is correlated which is called the rank 
of 0<1>; 0<1> is a function which maps Bll<i> into B. Two algebras 
m=(B, O<i>)jEJ and m'=(B', O'<i>)JEJ' are called similar, or of the same 
similarity type, if J =J' and e<i>=e'<J> for every j EJ. When speaking 
of a system or a class of algebras in what follows, we shall always tacitly 
assume that all algebras involved are similar to each other. 
Given a system m: = (m:t)tei of algebras m:t =(A,, Qt<i>)JeJ, by the direct 
(or cardinal) product of the system or, what amounts to the same, of the 
algebras m:t with i E I, in symbols 9m: or 9teim:t, we understand the 
algebra m = (B, O<i>)iEJ where B is the cartesian product of the sets At, 
and where each of the operations O<i> is defined "pointwise" in terms of 
the corresponding relations Qt<i>, i.e., for each e<i>-termed sequence 
(x~>~<o<i> of elements X0=(X01 )£EI of B, we have 
We shall refer to the direct product m thus defined as the classical direct 
product. For each direct product m=9ieim:t there exists a corresponding 
system of natural homomorphisms from m onto the algebras m:(, i E I; 
these are the so-called projections Pt vefined by the formula PtX = Xt for 
each x=(xt)tei E B. A basic property of direct products related to these 
projections can be formulated as follows: 
1) The results of this paper were obtained when the author was working on a 
research project in the University of California, Berkeley, directed by Professors 
Leon Henkin and Alfred Tarski and sponsored by the National Science Foun-
dation (Grant No. GP-6232X). 
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(*) For every algebra (£: and every system of homomorphisms (}t from 
(£: into 2ft, i E I, there is a unique homomorphism h from (£: into ~ 
such that Pth=(Jt for each i E I. 
By Pth we understand of course the composition of homomorphisms Pt 
and h. 
Another notion of direct product is used in the theory of categories. 
It is relativized to the category K considered. For the purposes of this 
note we restrict ourselves to the case when K is a category of similar 
algebras, i.e., the objects of K are algebras similar to each other, the set 
of morphisms with domain 2!1 and co-domain 2!2 is the set of all homo-
morphisms from 2!1 into 2!2 (which depends only in the sense of [2] on 
the similarity type of 2!1 and 2!2 and not on special properties which the 
algebras 2!1. 2!2 may have). 
Given a system 2! = (2Ii )iEI of algebras in K, by a categorical direct 
product of algebras 2ft relative to K, or simply, a K-direct product of algebras 
2ft, i E I, we understand any algebra~ inK for which there exists a system 
of homomorphisms It from ~ into 2Ii, i E I, satisfying the following 
condition: 
(**) For every algebra (£: E K and every system of homomorphisms (Jt, 
i E I, from (£: into 2ft, there is a unique homomorphism h from (£: 
into ~ such that fth=(Jt for each i E I. 
As opposed to classical direct product, a categorical direct product of 
given algebras 2ft, i E I, is not uniquely determined. It is, however, de-
termined up to isomorphism. In fact, the following statement holds: Let 
K be any class of algebras, ~ and ~' any algebras in K, and 2! = (2lt)tEI 
any system of algebras in K. Assume that ~ is a K-direct product of 
algebras 2ft, i E I. For ~' to be a K-direct product of algebras 2ft, i E I, 
it is necessary and sufficient that ~ be isomorphic to ~'. The proof is 
straightforward and can be found in the literature; see, e.g., [1]. 
Consider any class K of algebras and a system 2{ of algebras in K. 
If the classical direct product .9'2! is itself in K, then .9'2{ is a K-direct 
product of 2!, and the class of all K-direct products of 2! is simply the class 
of all isomorphic images of .9'2{ which are members of K. This is always 
the case if, e.g., K is a similarity class of algebras, i.e., the class of all 
algebras similar to a given algebra. If, however, .9'2{ is not a member 
of K, then it is certainly not a K-direct product of 2!, and the relationship 
between the classical and categorical direct products becomes rather ob-
scure. Our purpose is to clarify this relationship for those classes K of 
algebras which are closed under homomorphic images, i.e., which, together 
with any algebra ~. contain also as members all homomorphic images 
of~. This will be achieved in the following theorem (whose proof is very 
simple). 
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THEOREM 1. Let K be a class of similar algebras closed under homo-
morphic images, and 2! = <llfi)iEI be any system of algebras in K. We then 
have: 
(i) If m is the largest subalgebra of &2! which belongs to K (i.e., m E K, 
m is a subalgebra of 2!, and every subalgebra of &2! which belongs to K 
is a subalgebra of m), then m is a K-direct product of algebras llt:i, i E I. 
(ii) If m is a K-direct product of algebras ll(i, i E I, then there exists a largest 
subalgebra m' of &2! which belongs to K, and m is isomorphic to m'. 
PROOF. (i) Suppose that m is the largest subalgebra of &2! which 
is in K. Let (£ be an algebra in K, and for each i E I, let gi be a homo-
morphisms from (£ into llt:i. Then, by (*), there exists a unique homo-
morphism h from (£ into &2! such that Pih=gt fori E I. By hypothesis, 
the h-image of (£ is in K and therefore it is a subalgebra of m. Thus h 
is a homomorphism from (£ into m such that fth=gi for i E I, where It 
is the restriction of Pi to m. Hence, by using (*) again, the unicity of h 
follows at once. Thus, m together with homomorphisms /i satisfies (**) 
and is a K-direct product of algebras llt:i. 
(ii) Suppose that m is a K-direct product of ll( = <llft)iEJ and that for 
each i E I, /i is a homomorphism from minto llt:i such that condition (**) 
is satisfied. By property (*) there is a unique f from minto &2! such that 
Pd= It for each i E I. Let us first show that I is one-one. Denote by m' 
the /-image of m. As m' is inK, there is a unique homomorphism h from 
m' into m such that /th=pi15J3' fori E I (where 15)3' is the identity function 
restricted tom'). Therefore pdh=pil5J3' for all i EI and(*) implies fh= 15)3' 
and f is an isomorphism from m onto m'. It remains to show that m' 
is the largest subalgebra of &2! which belongs to K. Assume that (£ is a 
member of K and a subalgebra of &2!. There is a homomorphism g from 
(£ into m satisfying the formula ftg = Pt1f£ for all i E I. Therefore pdg = Pt1f£ 
for i E I and, finally, fg = 1(£. This implies that (£ is included in m'' which 
is what we wanted to prove. 
Theorem 1 obviously implies 
CoROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem l the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the classical direct product &2! has a largest subalgebra which belongs 
to K. 
(ii) there exists a K-direct product of algebras llft, i E I. 
Corollary 2 provides us with a workable criterion for establishing the 
existence or non-existence of a categorical direct product. We wish to 
illustrate this by means of a few examples. 
Consider first the class Ko of all abelian torsion groups & (i.e., of all 
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abelian groups in which every element is of finite order). Clearly Ko is 
closed under homomorphic images, but not under classical direct products. 
If Ill is a system of algebras in Ko, then &Ill is not necessarily a member 
of K0 , but it certainly is an abelian group and as a consequence it includes 
a largest subgroup which is in K0 ; in fact, the subgroup formed by all 
elements of &Ill which are of finite order. Hence, by Corollary 2, a cate-
gorical direct product exists for every system of abelian torsion groups. 
The situation changes radically if we consider the class K1 of all torsion 
groups @ = (G, · ), whether abelian or not. Again, K1 is closed under 
homomorphic images but not under classical direct products. Now, how-
ever, it may happen that, for a system Ill of algebras in K1, &Ill has no 
largest subalgebra which is in K1. Let, for instance, @ be the group of all 
transformations of the real interval [0, I) onto itself which are of the 
form cpx=r ± x where r is any rational number in [0, I); the symbols 
+ and - are used here to denote addition and subtraction modulo I. 
@is obviously a non-abelian torsion group. Let lll=(llln)n(ro be an infinite 
sequence of algebras llln each of which coincides with @. We can show 
that &Ill contains two elements of finite order whose group product is of 
infinite order. In fact, let f(!n be the element of@ given by f(!nX= lfn+ I-x, 
if n= I, 2, 3, ... and cpox= -x. Obviously all the transformations f(!n are 
of order 2. Hence the infinite sequences 1p=(cp1, cp2, ... ), x=(cpo, cpo, ... ) 
are elements of &Ill which are both of order 2. However the composition 
f(!nf(!o is of order n+ I for n= l, 2, 3, ... , and therefore the product 1p· x 
in &Ill is of infinite order. Hence we conclude that &Ill has no largest 
torsion subgroup by arguing as follows. Let lS be any torsion subgroup 
of &Ill. Clearly lS cannot contain both "P and x; assume, e.g., that "P ¢= ?8. 
Let [ be the cyclic subgroup of &Ill generated by "P; as is easily seen, 
[ is a group of order 2 and hence a torsion group. Thus [ is not included 
in )8, and therefore lS is not the largest torsion subgroup of &Ill. Our 
final conclusion is that Ill has no K1-direct product. 
Now let K2 be the class of all locally finite cylindric algebras. (For the 
discussion of these algebras, see [2], Chapter I.) The situation is exactly 
analogous to that of the class K0 ; the only difference is that instead of 
elements of finite order we consider elements of finite dimension. Thus 
every system of algebras in K2 has a categorical direct product. 
Assume, finally, that K3 is any non-empty class of lattices B = (L, v, A) 
(or semi-lattices B=(L, v)) which is closed under homomorphic images, 
but not necessarily under classical direct products. As is well known, 
every element of a lattice B forms a one-element subalgebra of B. Since 
Ka is closed under homomorphic images, this subalgebra must belong to 
Ka. As a consequence, B has no largest subalgebra belonging to Ka unless 
B itself belongs to Ka. From this we further conclude that a system Ill 
of algebras in Ka has a Ka-direct product if and only if the classical direct 
product &Ill is in Ka. To be specific, take for K3 the class of all chains, 
i.e., all lattices (or semi-lattices) B such that either x v y=x or x v y=y 
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for any given elements x, y of 2. From the preceding argument it follows 
that a system m: = (m:t)tez of chains has a categorical direct product if 
and only if there is at most one i in I such that m:t is not a one-element 
algebra. 
To conclude we notice that for i=O, 1, 2 the classical direct product 
of any finite system m: of algebras in Kt belongs itself to Kt and is hence 
a K,-direct product of m:. Obviously, this does not apply to the class Ka 
of chains. 
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